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 KEY MILESTONES OF UNTFSSE 

2014

UNRISD and ILO, together with
UN-NGLS, organized a
Conference on “Potential and
Limits of Social and Solidarity
Economy”.

The founding meeting of the
UNTFSSE took place on 30
September 2013 in Geneva.

2005

20132015

UN agencies, including UN DESA
and ILO, made a proposal to
establish a “Social Economy
Committee”.

UNRISD developed a
proposal to organize a UN
conference on the SSE.

UNTFSSE workshop was held
in Rome to establish a  strategy
for the Task Force, which
included the knowledge
generation and dissemination
component, later known as the
knowledge hub.

2010

2016

A policy paper on the
relationship between social
economy and decent work was
submitted to the ILO's
Director-General Juan Somavia.

The cooperation
among UN agencies on
the subject of social
economy was proposed
by the UNDP Geneva
Office.

The UN General Assembly adopted the resolution 
“Promoting the Social and Solidarity Economy for 
Sustainable Development” at its 66th plenary 
meeting.

UNTFSSE launched an open online course to raise 
awareness of the SSE and help to achieve the SDGs.

2006 2019

2018

The International Labour
Conference adopted the
"Declaration on Social Justice
for a Fair Globalization”,
mentioning the expression
"social economy" for the first
time.

The first ILO Social and
Solidarity Economy Academy
was officially launched in Turin,
bringing together academics,
practitioners and constituents
to discuss the subject.

UNTFSSE launched a Call for Papers
under the topic "Implementing the
Sustainable Development Goals: What
Role for Social and Solidarity
Economy?E" for the 1st UNTFSSE
Conference.

The 2nd UNTFSSE Retreat to discuss
strategies and action plans was held in
Trento, Italy. 

2008

2019

The SSE Knowledge Hub online
platform was launched, harnessing the
unique and distinctive potential of SSE
enterprises and organisations to
contribute to the achievement of SDGs.

ILO Regional Conference
“The Social Economy –
Africa’s Response to the
Global Crisis” was organized,
adopting a Plan of Action for
the Promotion of Social
Economy Enterprises and
Organizations in Africa.

2020

UNTFSSE held the 1st
UNTFSSE International
Conference on the role of
SSE in implementing the
SDGs.

2021

UNTFSSE Knowledge
Hub Advisory Group was
established. 

2022

The 110th session of the International
Labour Conference held a General
Discussion on ‘Decent Work and the social
and solidarity economy’ and the General
Discussion Committee adopted a
Resolution and Conclusions on decent
work and the social and solidarity
economy.

2017

2004

The first Mont Blanc Meeting
(now SSE International Forum)
was held in 2004, inviting Social
Economy organisations and
enterprises from 4 continents,
and UN agencies such as
UNDP. 

2012

UNRISD-ILO-FES
workshop on Tensions,
Opportunities and
Transformative Potential
was held at the ILO,
Geneva, Switzerland. 

The 1st UNTFSSE
Retreat was held to
discuss focus areas and
develop project
proposals, and joint
activities in Rome, Italy. 

The Director of the ILO’s Enterprises
Department and the Chair of the
UNTFSSE, participated in the
conference on the role of the SSE in
Reducing Social Exclusion in Budapest,
Hungary, presenting about ILO’s
ongoing work on SSE, the functions
and the role of the UNTFSSE, and the
definition and common characteristics
of SSE . 

2023


